
GENERATION



Best Mannequins is a Belgian company with a passion for retail and fashion. 
Since 2005, we take care of the development of fashion supplies. 
With a clear focus on innovation and quality, we have continued to expand our expertise - justifiably 
making us one of the largest players in the European market today.

We provide :
- window mannequins
- clothing racks & hangers
- accessory displays
- atelier bust forms & torso’s
- custom-made shop equipment

With our broad spectrum of products, we want to inspire our customers, offer them visual merchandising tools which enable 
them to market their store concept even more powerfully and give them the possibility to create a unique charisma 
to their display window or shop.

Thanks to our large scaled stock, we manage to guarantee extremely fast deliveries.  
Among our customers, we are also known as “Express Mannequins”. 

ABOUT US



GENERATION
designed to underline a timeless modern look



GENERM01_IWH

€ 325 excl. VAT

height 187 cm
neck 38 cm
shoulders  46 cm
chest 94 cm
waist 77 cm
hips 100 cm
innerleg 83 cm

GENERM02_IWH

€ 325 excl. VAT

height 187 cm
neck 38 cm
shoulders  46 cm
chest 94 cm
waist 77 cm
hips 100 cm
innerleg 83 cm

GENERM03_IWH

€ 325 excl. VAT

height 187 cm
neck 38 cm
shoulders  46 cm
chest 94 cm
waist 77 cm
hips 100 cm
innerleg 83 cm

GENERM04_IWH

€ 325 excl. VAT

height 188 cm
neck 37 cm
shoulders  46 cm
chest 93 cm
waist 77 cm
hips 89 cm
innerleg 83 cm

GENERM05_IWH

€ 325 excl. VAT

height 187 cm
neck 37 cm
shoulders  46 cm
chest 93 cm
waist 77 cm
hips 99 cm
innerleg 81 cm

GENERM10_IWH

€ 325 excl. VAT

height 188 cm
neck 38 cm
shoulders  46 cm
chest 94 cm
waist 77 cm
hips 100 cm
innerleg 83 cm

“A fresh generation 

wants to wear clothes that tel a new story”



“A fresh generation 

wants to wear clothes that tel a new story”



QUALITY
fibre-reinforced polyester

FINISH
sprayed in milk white mat 

DELIVERY
available in stock for immediate delivery 

CONFECTION SIZE
- Men EU size 48-50

BASE
round tempered glass
including foot -and calf fixation

ASSEMBLY
- userfriendly fittings

PRICES
see prices below each reference

10D30

Optional available in any other RAL colors at additional cost

kids
mat : € 100
glossy : € 110
metallised : € 120

adults
mat : € 115
glossy : € 125
metallised : € 135
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T 0032 56 666 400
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info@bestmannequins.be
www.bestmannequins.be
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